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Introduction

 To be originating, the good has to:
- Fulfil the requirements set up 

by the agreement;
- Be accompanied by an origin 

declaration issued by an 
approved exporter

 Conditions have to be fulfilled at 
the moment of release into free 
circulation in EU or Korea. Goods 
which are currently in transit or in 
temporary storage will also benefit 
if they are released into free 
circulation after the 1 July

Rules of Origin establish which products will benefit from the preferential 
treatment (duty-free) granted by the FTA. Only goods considered as 
originating in one Party or the other can have that access.

TEXT OF THE INVOICE DECLARATION

English Version
“The exporter of the products
covered by this document (customs
authorization No…) declares that,
except where otherwise clearly
indicated, these products are of ...
preferential origin.“

Korean Version

이서류(세관인증번호...의적용대상이
되는상품의수출자는, 달리명확하게
표시되는경우를제외하고, 이
상품은…의특혜원산지상품임을
신고한다.
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Conditions for a good to be 
considered as originating

 It has been wholly obtained 
here: cf. plants, animals born and 
raised, fish when caught in the 
territorial waters or beyond the 
12 miles by a vessel considered 
as Korean or European… or

 It has been sufficiently 
processed in a Party : criteria to 
determine what is a sufficient 
transformation are described in 
the product specific rule (annex 
II), for each product 

A good will be originating from Korea or EU if :

60 % Added 
Value

(non-EU)

60% Added 
Value (EU)
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Product specific rules

Different types of rules exist in the list of product specific rules:
 The change of tariff heading

cf. a screw (7318) will be originating in Korea if it is made from imported materials of any other 
heading

 The value added criteria
cf. a car will be originating in Korea if no more than 45% of the value of the inputs have been 
imported from a non-Party to manufacture it. 

 Specific operations
cf. apparels of Chapter 61 will be originating in Korea if the spinning of the fibres and the 
knitting of the yarns have taken place in Korea. 

 A combination of these different rules, the different rules having to be fulfilled alternatively 
or in combination
cf. machine tools (8465) will be originating in Korea if there is a change of tariff heading or if 
the machine doesn’t include more than 45% of non-originating products

Rules included in the Protocol are very closed to the EU standard applied by EU in its FTA with PEM and 
countries of South and Central America.  
The main exceptions involve some simplification of the drafting (apparel) or limited relaxation for some 
chemical products, some textile (Chapters 52, 54 and 55), some base metals and some machinery, 
electronics and optical of Chapters 84, 85 and 90. In any case, all these rules are less flexible than the new 
GSP ones.
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Additional conditions for a good to 
be originating

 Possibility of cumulation with materials originating from the 
other Party
cf. a car part originating from EU will be considered as Korean when 
transformed there beyond minimal operations and integrated in the 
manufacturing of a car for example

 The processing which took place in the Party has to go 
beyond minimal operations in any case

 Goods are transported directly from one Party to the other. 
Exception: goods consisting in a single consignment can transit 
through an other country, be transhipped or kept in warehouse, 
only if:
- They are not released into free circulation in the country of transit or 

warehousing;
- They do not undergo any operations other than unloading, reloading 

or operations to preserve them in good condition. 
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The proof of origin

To benefit from the preferential treatment, the 
originating good should be accompanied by an origin 
declaration made out by:

 An approved exporter; or

 Any exporter for any consignment of originating 
products whose total value does not exceed 6000 
Euros.
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The status of approved exporter

 An EU exporter who wants to export to Korea has to 
ask to the customs authorities of its Member States an 
authorisation to be an approved exporter.

 The basic conditions for approval are established in 
Art. 17 of the Origin Protocol): mainly, the exporter has 
to be able to prove that he will, at any time, be able to 
justify the origin of the goods exported, under the 
conditions of this specific FTA.
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Potential controls carried out by 
the customs authorities

 Control of the origin declaration at the importation, by 
the customs authorities of the country of import 

 Possible control of the origin declaration after the 
importation, at the exporter’s premises, by the 
customs authorities of his country, at their own 
initiative or on request from the importing Party.

 In EU, in case of inquiries involving different Member 
States and many declarations, Korean officials can be 
authorized to attend controls made by EU customs 
authorities on EU exporters. 
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Product Specific Rule

Cars                                     
- Non-EU parts / 

materials should not 
represent more than 

45% of ex-works price 
of the car

Machines                        
- For most products, 

non-EU parts / 
materials should not 
represent more than 

45% of ex-works price 
of the machine
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Product Specific Rule

Articles in Base Metal      
- For most products, the 
base metal itself could 
be imported, as long as 

non-EU inputs don’t 
represent more than 
50% of the ex-works 

price of the final product

Clothing

- For most products, a
double transformation
should take place in the
EU or in Korea

Clothing      

- For most products, a 
double transformation 

should take place in the 
EU or in Korea


